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2nd degree black belt material
TRADITIONAL FORMS - green stripe

self-defense - white stripe

teaching - blue stripe

physical fitness requirements

black belt attitude - black stripe

Eui-Am: 45 movements. The pseudonym of Son Byong Hi, leader of the Korean independence movement on March 1, 1919. The 45 movements  
refer to his age when he changed the name of Dong Hak (Oriental culture) to Chondo Kyo (Heavenly way religion) in 1905. The diagram represents his 
Indomitable Spirit, displayed while dedicating himself to the prosperity of his nation. 
choong-jang: 52 movements. The pseudonym given to General Kim Duk Ryang who lived during the Lee Dynasty, 14th century. This pattern ends  
with a left-hand attack to symbolize the tragedy of his death at 27 in prison before he was able to reach full maturity. 
juche: 45 movements. JUCHE is a philosophical idea that man is the master of everything and decides everything. In other words, the idea  
that man is the master of the world and his own destiny. It is said that this idea was rooted in Baekdu Mountain which symbolizes the spirit of the Korean 
people. The diagram represents Baekdu mountain. 
ko-dang: 39 movements. Pseudonym of the patriot Cho Man Shik, who dedicated his life to the Korean Independence Movement and to the education of his 
people.

sparring & sparring combinations - red stripe

All previous combinations: Beginner and Brown Belt combinations 
sparring proficiency: 1-on-1, 2-on-1, 3-on-1

• creative punch defense: Create 5 custom defenses against a right punch. Be able to demonstrate with speed, accuracy, and technique. 
• knife defense: Display all previous knife defense material. Includes 2-on-1 with weapons 
• gun defense: Demonstrate all previous gun defense techniques as well as hostage situation.

50 hours (classes) of teaching required for promotion to 3rd degree black. 

minimum of 6 black stripe required: The most important aspect of martial arts training is that of respect. As you move forward in belt rank, the 
importance of respect increases. Instructors will expect continued improvement to qualify for this stripe. Turn in the required responsibility sheets after 
they are completed.

push-ups: survive sit-ups: survive squats: survive

board breaking requirements

kids (-60 lbs): 1/2 board x 3 kids (60-125 lbs): 3/4 board x 2, 1 full board x 1 adults: 2 full board x 3

information

all previous form information: Know the meanings of each form and the pattern. Additionally, know belt specific material.


